mechanical age that will take the place of the feudal monster now being
destroyed.
This liberation of human individuality is not so terrible a leveller of
human fortunes as it may seem to be. It is the only basis for true
capital, the life of human initiative. Base capital broad upon the ground,
not as now with apex on the ground, base in the air. Except for the dis-
abled, unemployment of any kind would be unthinkable in a State so
founded. England could be that State and would be forever impregnable.
The physical body of the democratic city of today would have no one
centre but would have many centres all well correlated, the height of the
buildings increasing as the perimeter of activity was approached.
Were Old London to fairly accommodate the partial motorization it
already had B.B. (Before Bombs), there could be no building at all in
London. And London motorization had only just begun. London should
be a motor-car, aeroplane London, the new spacing all laid out upon the
new scale of human movement now set by car and plane.
But the sentimentality of our elders blocks the path of true progress and
continually begs for compromise. Make none. Make none whatever, be-
cause all the vision we have is not enough to prevent such sentimentality
from catching up and holding us back again. Keep this static out, and keep
the traffic centres all wide open. Historic London could be featured in a
great central London park-system. Conduct power from the mines. Do
not cramp industrial areas around piles of raw material or fuel with the
usual deadly-dull collateral 'housing'-by-Government. Abolish the back-
and-forth haul of people, fuel and supplies. Do not be afraid to build
factories and farms as fit associates for country homes, schools, churches,
theatres and parks.
Railway arterials should be elevated with continuous storage space be-
neath the tracks: lorry traffic should be set low on each side so that lorries
may be free to take on or take off anywhere. All traffic should be fluid and
undated. Yes, it can be done. Suph grandomania as survives the bombs
should expend itself by extensions parallel with the ground—going up
into the air only as activity thins out. Old building codes should be thrown
away* New ones simplified and broadened in keeping with the oppor-
tunities of the new age should be written.
There must be no traffic problem. That has been solved in Broadacre
City. Make broad streets concave instead of convex, with underpasses for
foot passengers. Provide top-turn left inter-sections for traffic, and over-
and under-passes for the^iss-b^oss: no traffic-lights because the roads
themselves would be low-lighted ribbons. For all this the likelihood of
accidents is reduced to about one tenth of one per cent. And away with
poles and wires forever* ,	,
Along with speech honestly free goes free life for the individual on his
owa ground in his own house, all hi$own way, yet in no-man's way.
No, not Utopia, just a way of building from $^good ;med.em plan for a
Democratic people. That's all. What taxmy ond.pagw beauty the Greeks
knew or medieval Christianity, taew isr by comparison, an exterior
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